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Committee: Transportation and Infrastructure

Subcommittee: Water Resources and Environment

Hearing Date: April 10, 2019
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"The Cost of Doing Nothing: Why Full Utilization of the Harbor Maintenance Trust Fund and Investment in our Nation’s Waterways Matter"
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As a non-governmental witness, below are federal contracts, including subcontracts, Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company received in the current calendar year and previous two calendar years.

Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company was Prime Contractor on Corps of Engineers contract W912P817D0007 in the amount of $21,444,554.40.

Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company was Prime Contractor on Corps of Engineers Task Order W912EQ17F0026 under contract number W912EQ17D0009 in the amount of $4,641,383.00.

Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company was Prime Contractor on Corps of Engineers Task Order W912EE18F0098 under contract number W912EQ17D0009 in the amount of $11,939,870.00.

Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company was Prime Contractor on Corps of Engineers contract W912EE18C0013 in the amount of $5,072,070.00.

Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company was Prime Contractor on Corps of Engineers contract W912EQ16C0008 in the amount of $14,135,842.00 for 2017 Option Year 1 and in the amount of $14,484,027.00 for 2018 Option Year 2.

Prime Contractor ARS Aleut Remediation subcontracted federal work to Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company under contract W912P818C0053 in the amount of $17,596,127.00.

Prime Contractor Luhr Brothers subcontracted federal work to Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company under contract W912P818D0003 in the amount of $2,437,755.00.

Prime Contractor Babcock, SDV, LLC subcontracted federal work to Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company under contract W912P818C0011 in the amount of $4,344,150.00.

Prime Contractor Kesser, International subcontracted federal work to Pine Bluff Sand and Gravel Company under contract W9127S18D0017 (Task Order No. W9127S18F0126) in the amount of $2,148,957.